
sneller schoner groener veiliger beter

i-cover 1.0®

 Battery powered,
 cold spray mist
generator

Technical specifications 
 

 i-team competitor

Handle weight 1 kg 2.5 kg

Total product weight 7.5 kg 2.5 kg (ca

Working reach (to empty tank) 150 m2 100 m2

Running time battery 18 hours 4 hrs.

Dimensions (l x w x h) 30x23x27 cm 42x11x24 cm

Extras 2 tanks available, for  
 changing during operation



i-cover
 

The i-cover 1.0 is an advanced cold mist generator 

designed to make your disinfecting job fast, efficient, 

and thorough.  In the world after COVID-19 it is 

critical that we update our cleaning methods to 

include a disinfecting sprayer.  With the i-cover 1.0 

unique color coded nozzle system, you always know 

which nozzle to use for which surface.

Battery powered,  
cold spray mist generator

Features

i-power 14 Li-Ion battery 
powered, cold sprayer

Lightweight spray nozzle

Faster cleaning time, 
better coverage

4 colour coded nozzles 
for multiple applications

Shoulder, back, hand or 
trolley carried



Safe
No heat needed, range of 
ecofriendly and safe liquids.

Easy to use
Four different ways to configure it 
by hand, shoulder, back and with a 
trolley. This guarantees better 
control and excellent ergonomics 
for the user.

Empty tank
It takes 10 minutes for the tank to 
be empty. That equals 150m2 that 
is fully covered. In comparison, the 
competitor takes 9 minutes which 
equals only 100m2 that is covered.

Fine tuned nozzles
Multiple nozzles provide fine  
tuned coverage.

For objects that are fragile (papers, 
displays, keyboards etc.) use the 
purple finest nozzle.
For indoor applications, use the 
green fine mist nozzle.
For food preparation, use the 
orange medium mist nozzle.
For outdoors and walls, use the 
blue coarse mist nozzle.

Wide spray
Better coverage because of 
specific nozzles, a wide spray fan 
generates faster cleaning.

Less liquid usage
Spray more effectively with less 
liquid. This makes every drop   
count.
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